
Hash 859 and another corker from the always 
interesting Tangerine man, fast becoming the 
“default Hasher”.

We had a delayed start due in part to Down Ear-
ly’s need for valet parking and the late arrival 
of visiting Hasher PIP from Shanghii but before 
that there was the question of the Hash site itself, 
the directions stated the exact distance to the 
various HHH signs yet DFL chose to ignore these 
and found himself at the Tiger Zoo mmmm but a 
timely call to the A.G.M. soon had him charging 
up the hill fully loaded with the amber neck oil, 
what a relief.
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The instructions also stated that A.T.V.s would 
be required to cover the last 50 metres to the 
Circle site but in fact, and whether it was a 
coincidence that 2 days previously was the 
75th anniversary of the D.Day landings,  but 
the only way we could have reached the 
lovely beachfront site would have been by 
bloody landing craft, a good thought though 
and actually he technically turned it into an 
“A to B”.

So to the opening Circle and another slight 
holdup as the Hare forgot his Hair and 
sprinted up the hill to retrieve it. Description 
included 6 Checks, 2 Splits and an assort-
ment of wild beasts, what he neglected to 
mention was the 40+ sets of barbed wire, 
like a scene from the Berlin Wall anyway off 
we marched in high spirits and soon found 
the Paypa which although it had been 
subjected to a thorough soaking was still 
visible, heading inland we climbed, what 
for T.M. was only a small bump in the path, 
and pressed onward with the Rambos 

spreading out and the Wankers dithering as per usual. The heavens opened up once again 
and it was blessed relief, a raging torrent had to be negotiated and then it was fairly plain 
sailing to the finish line and we all thrust our 50 Baht notes into D.F.L.s money box, someone 
likened it to voting at an election and one of the Thai girls asked “ what’s an erection?” 
various descriptions were offered but cannot repeated at this moment.



The Beer Bitch puffed in to camp and was told he had 
to go back out again as he wasn’t last but he stayed 
put and was horrified when he saw that the seal on 
his cash box had been breached, Wee Yin explained 
that a punter was desperate for a gargle but only 
had a 1000 Baht note wherupon D.F.L. told her that 
the guy could have drunk 20 tinnies.

The clouds were gathering again and the Circle was 
called despite the whinging phu yings wanting time 
to knock up a batch of Som Tam and without further 
ado a resounding roar of great Hash sounded out, 
R.A. Tubby Twinkler welcomed a couple of newbies 
but unfortunately PIP had had to off fuck as the rest 
of his group were suffering from Trench Foot having 
turned up to a Hash in flip-flops dear oh me.

Stewards next and Babalas snitched on an assemblage of Damsels for butt tampering while 
Masterbates read out the charges against his assortment of reprobates. Mooseshagger 
having consumed a cartload of cocktails the previous evening scooped back his  birth-
day downie easily and was followed in by a daintily befooted Bangkok Poo wearing new 
boots, Moosie joined her having retrieved his shiny new footwear and the 2 of them quaffed 
through the lace holes.

The Yins were back from abroad as were Comic Strip ( Hong Kong) and Strollin’ Bones ( 
Blighty), Big Yin had a seat on the cubes for failing to give a full description of his and W.Y.s 
adventures in Espana, if truth be told he probably can’t remember most of it due to copi-
ous amounts of Rioja.



We had a round to celebrate a year since Blue Lugs passed on to the Circle in the sky and 
Bankster and the new shoed young Bangkok Poo are off to Geneva and Bangkok respec-
tively. Babalas received the skid lid for a full contact, arseside down with Mother Earth at 
the same spot where Big Yin hit the mud but the Afrikaner made a better job of it and jus-
tifiably got the prize, he was in again to announce the location of next Saturday’s extrav-
aganza at Lipa Noi near the Eco Village, all welcome and remember kick off at 16.00 hrs. 
That’s 4 o’clock in the afternoon.

Nothing else.
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